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The historic signing of the Peace
treaty between the Allied and Associated
Powers and hungary, on 4 June 1920
at trianon, marked the completion, of
a political nature mainly, of this fun-
damental act of law and international
relations of the contemporary era.1 this
crucial political moment was followed
by the required legal procedures, i.e. the
ratification by the signatory states, as
a condition of form and substance reg-
ulating the effective entry into force
of the treaty.

For romania, as an Associated Power,
the Draft Law ratifying the Peace treaty,
the Protocol and the Annexed Declara -
tion, signed at trianon, became the sub-
ject of an extraordinary session of
romania’s senate,2 in keeping with the
royal Message issued on 9 August
1920. the delegates of the five senate
sections (in this order: spiru Gheorghiu,
D. Alexandrescu, c. Meitani, Lazãr 
Po pescu and N. Batzaria) met on 11
Au gust 1920 under the chairmanship
of c. Meitani, designated D. Alexan -
drescu as the rapporteur and unani-
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mously accepted the said Draft. the Draft Law presentation in the senate ple-
nary took place in the session held on 14 August 1920, after the passing and vot-
ing of the Draft Law for the ratifica tion of the treaty of Peace with Germany,
signed at Versailles on 28 June 1919.

the Draft Law for the ratification of the treaty of trianon included a single
article whereby “the Government is authorized to ratify and implement the
treaty.” the explanatory memorandum regarding the Draft Law, signed by the
minister of foreign affairs, take ionescu, emphasized the crucial importance of
the treaty that sanctioned the unity of the romanian national state. “With the
ratification of the treaty of trianon, the relationship between us and hungary
will become normal,” indicated the Draft Law statement of reasons.

the meeting of the romanian senate devoted to the debate on the Draft Law
for the ratification of the trianon Peace treaty was moderated by the senate
chairman, General c. coandã. Nine senators participated in debating the Draft
Law: i. Pãcurariu, ion Nistor, ibrahim themo, G. G. Mironescu, Liviu Micşa,
christache Georgescu, George Bilaşco, Gen. silviu herbay, and eugeniu Bran.
of these, five represented the historical provinces that had joined romania.
the debate continued throughout 16 and 17 August 1920, and ended with
take ionescu’s speech and the passing of the Law. 

the proceedings were dominated by the insistent assertion of the fundamental
political and historical importance of the trianon Peace treaty for romania, as
well as by the minute analysis of the dissatisfaction generated by the provisions
regarding the drawing of the Banat and Maramureş borders. the most substantial
presentation, providing a general historical perspective, was made by the dis-
tinguished historian ion Nistor,3 while issues regarding the Banat and Maramureş
regions received particular attention from the representatives of those areas.
the presentations made by the latter disclosed issues or opinions regarding the
painstaking progress of the Peace conference proceedings, their intricacies and
difficulties. the best informed speakers expressed opinions on a number of rel-
evant articles and specific provisions included in the trianon treaty. 

“We, the inhabitants of transylvania, have been looking forward impatient-
ly to the conclusion of the treaty of Peace with hungary, so that, by sanction-
ing the rule of law . . . one might dispel some vain hopes harbored by our
hungarian brothers, who have become romanian citizens . . . We, the mem-
bers of the National Party, are voting for the ratification of this treaty. When
we do that, we are keen on receiving some guidance regarding our relations with
the neighboring state, hungary,” asserted senator Liviu Micşa4 in his speech. “We
do realize that in hungary and perhaps also among some of our citizens of
hungarian descent, there is discontent in the wake of this treaty,” added the same
senator, claiming that “we can only regret this discontent and try to make them
understand that the territories for which we have fought . . . belong to us in keep-



ing with historic rights and with natural law.” the speaker emphasized the impor-
tance of the minority rights provisions contained in the landmark resolution
of Alba iulia.5 As he also dealt with some topical domestic political problems,
senator Liviu Micºa’s speech generated some clarifications (Gh. Fleşariu, ilie Beu
etc.), the discussion taking a risky turn towards political disputes that went beyond
the topic of the debate (the effects of the change in government in transylvania).
senator Liviu Micşa emphasized the need for administrative reform based on the
principle of decentralization and warned of misconduct—revealed by the press—
in dealing with the minorities. the conclusion of this speech was devoted to
the need to regulate the issue of Austro-hungarian war bonds in favor of those
for whom their recovery was a vital necessity.6

An extensive presentation on the Maramureş state border was conducted with
particular competence in the senate plenum by senator George Bilaşco,7 a rep-
resentative of the said area. other speeches on relevant historic and current polit-
ical issues regarding transylvania were made by senators silviu herbay8 and
eugeniu Bran.9

the senate deliberations on the ratification of the trianon treaty were com-
prehensive, substantial, held at a high level of national political responsibility. the
explanatory inroads regarding some sources of dissatisfaction on the border issue
in Banat and Maramureş revealed an acute moral dilemma, which did not go
as far as targeting the very treaty whose ratification was and would remain a high-
er raison d’État. 

these overall problems of substance were synthesized in the remarkable
concluding speech delivered in the senate by take ionescu,10 the minister of
foreign affairs and the initiator of the Draft Law for the ratification of the
treaty of trianon. the speaker placed special emphasis on the importance of
the treaty, on the signature placed on this treaty by romania’s representatives, on
the political responsibility that was incumbent upon romania in its foreign
policy and international relations. these fundamental realities required careful
attention, including the approach to the more sensitive issues relating to the bor-
ders. take ionescu, a diplomat of high repute as well as a leader on the domes-
tic political arena, had enough insight to be able to grasp the grounds for dis-
satisfaction on such sensitive matters as the border issue, but he was adamant
in rejecting any possible side effect they might have had on the treaty to be
ratified. As a politician, he could admit “that romania’s map might have looked
quite differently had the romanian state known how to handle the situation.”11

he himself knew very well and in detail about the unsatisfactory performance
of some representatives of the romanian state present at the Paris Peace conference.
According to take ionescu’s political vision, romania’s relations with hungary
were to undergo both a quantitative and qualitative change and development. 
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We are frankly determined to make it easy for Hungary in order to ensure a good
relationship with this country. I can understand Hungary’s pain. From its
prewar state to the present one, from that Hungary that stretched from the
Carpathians to the Adriatic Sea, to present-day Hungary, there is a huge dif-
ference. Obviously, their pain must be great, the more so as Hungary left its
minorities in the new neighboring states. In the future, Hungary will have to
face its internal material difficulties and the hardships caused by the existence
of Hungarian minorities in the new states. Nevertheless, Hungary too should
consider the Treaty as final, no matter how they feel about it . . . To this latter
kind of Hungarians we ought to reach out . . .12

At the end of the fairly extensive deliberations, the Draft Law for the ratifica-
tion of the trianon Peace treaty was adopted by the senate of romania with
68 white balls and one black ball.13 the validation procedure of the Draft Law
for the ratification of the treaty continued, in accordance with the constitu-
tional provisions, with a debate on the Draft in the extraordinary session of
the Assembly of Deputies, on 25 and 26 August 1920.14

the meeting held on 25 August 1920 by the Assembly of Deputies,15 led
by chairman Duiliu Zamfirescu, concluded the debate on the treaty of Peace
with Germany signed at Versailles with a vote on the Draft Law for its ratifica-
tion (142 white balls, one black ball), passing immediately to the deliberations
on the ratification of the trianon treaty of Peace with hungary. the deliberation
went at a faster pace due to the fact that some of the preliminary proceedings ini-
tiated by the royal Message on 9 August 1920 had been taken care of by the
senate. thus, the committee of Delegates of the 7 sections (i. Lãzãrescu, D.
rãdulescu president, Panait Bobeş, Al. Bilciurescu, Dr. ion Jacob, Florian heredeu
and D. r. ioaniþescu rapporteur) met on the same day of 25 August 1920, admit-
ted without any reservations the Draft Law authorizing the ratification of the
trianon treaty, presenting the report in the plenary session of the Assembly of
Deputies in the afternoon of the same day; there was no need, therefore, for
the rapporteur’s introductory speech or the statement of reasons from the min-
ister in charge. the Delegates’ committee “looked into the Draft Law passed
by the senate, and accepted it without any reservation . . . just as submitted” and
asked for the approval of the Assembly of Deputies.

the general debate started rather abruptly, signaling that deliberations on
the ratification of the trianon treaty were likely to point to the sensitive issue
of the dissatisfaction with the new south-western, western and northern borders
of romania (Banat, crişana, sãtmar, Maramureş). the first speaker, deputy Avram
imbroane, after an introductory speech, filed a statement on behalf of the Banat
romanian MPs from all political parties represented in the house (16 signato-



ries) who asserted that they would “vote against the ratification of a treaty that
is filled with injustice.” this was followed by a substantial exposé made by MP
Dumitru Lascu16 regarding the westernmost border in the Arad, Bihor and
satu Mare regions. this presentation was highly important, of great scientific
and historical interest, given its in-depth analysis of real facts and details. the
meeting on the first day ended after midnight with the general speech deliv-
ered by Amos Frâncu.

Upon resuming the debates (thursday, 26 August 1920),17 MP Gaspar Muth,
the representative of the Banat swabians, took the floor and protested against
the division of the Banat region as well as against the fact that the swabians
had not been included in Article 11 of the 1919 treaty on Minorities (regard-
ing the ecclesiastical and educational autonomy of the swabians, saxons and
szeklers). then the Declaration of an MP representing the Maramureş area
(read in absentia) deplored the fact that the romanians inhabiting tisza’s right
bank had been left outside the country. on behalf of the socialist Party, MP N. D.
cocea took the floor for a short exposé that only dealt with some general war
issues. traian Lalescu, although a signatory of the abovementioned Declaration
of the romanian MPs from Banat, resumed the argument and delivered a per-
sonal comment. 

iuliu Maniu’s speech in the house and take ionescu’s one in the senate
rose to the highest level of political thought, eloquence and style, dominating the
parliamentary debates devoted to the ratification of the trianon treaty with their
comprehensive scope, subtlety of approach, conscience and responsibility, demon-
strating that their authors were genuine statesman rather than mere politicians. 

the leader of the romanian National Party in transylvania paid a heartfelt
historic homage to the forerunners and artisans of the Union, stressing the
need “to ascend to the higher spheres and let our soul soar, so that we might
move forward.” iuliu Maniu drew the audience’s attention to the specific and
definitive fact that “the true source of the unity of the romanian people is not
this treaty . . . but the vivid consciousness of the romanian people and its sov-
ereign rule. this great achievement springs in fact from decisions made in Bukovina,
Bessarabia and transylvania . . . this treaty only stands for an international recog-
nition, a consolidated Union on the international level and a more powerful state.”
But this treaty—continued Maniu—“has its darker parts. this is human and i
would say this is unavoidable. these shadows cause us a lot of pain. however
great was the joy over the Union as a momentous event, we need to deal with
the painful parts . . . [but] they are not allowed to obscure the large and grandiose
perspective upon this accomplishment of the . . . romanian nation.”18 With these
emphatic and nuanced statements, the illustrious orator indirectly but implicit-
ly gave the right answer and provided wise guidance, at the right moment and
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at a time when one could still feel the influence of emotional states, of partial
views, of elements that could have affected the thorough comprehension of the
major historical and political implications currently at stake.

the public expression of these complex truths was particularly necessary, as
they could not be glossed over or avoided, no matter how difficult it was to
approach them or draw conclusions likely to contribute decisively to a solu-
tion. Fully aware of the heavy responsibility of such a political statement, Maniu
did not hesitate to spell out concretely and analytically the painful issues that cast
a shadow over the general satisfaction of having accomplished the Great Union.

With remarkable political lucidity, Maniu summed up the main issues regard-
ing the setting of the new border of Banat, crişana and Maramureş, dubbed as
“an unfathomable whimsical game.” he stated that “in this situation, if only
one had had deeper insight into the matter and more diligence in insisting
upon that area of our great national interests, one could have found a remedy.”
Maniu too considered that some provisions regarding the ethnic minorities
were likely to be detrimental to romania’s sovereignty, but he once again high-
lighted the importance of ensuring minority rights, of promoting the romanian
spirit of tolerance.

in like manner, the speaker commented on other provisions of the treaty of
trianon, especially the financial ones, referring then to some aspects of the
activity of the ruling council, which he chaired, regarding the preparation of the
treaty of Peace with hungary.

the speaker could not totally refrain—as leader of the opposition—from some
critical remarks addressed to his political adversaries in the ruling party, whose
expected retaliation came through the voice of Duiliu Zamfirescu.

it is significant that at the end of his speech iuliu Maniu placed special empha-
sis on the important and necessary changes to be made in romanian-hungarian
relations. “When we have completed this process, we will not be carrying a grudge
against our neighbors . . . in our near future there should be true brotherhood
between our nations.”19

the speech held by take ionescu, the foreign minister, at the end of the delib-
erations of the Assembly of Deputies presented the conclusions of the process
of ratification of the treaty of trianon by the romanian Parliament. the speak-
er stressed that there can be no romanian politician likely to take upon him-
self the responsibility of not signing or rejecting the treaty, just because of
some partial dissatisfaction, despite any justification that he might have. take
ionescu insisted on the positive side of the romanian state policy, whose result
was that the romanian borders were set by international treaties that provided
for a new configuration of law and international relations. these boundaries could
have looked differently, with a few more favorable details, but they certainly could
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not have been what one wanted or hoped for; take ionescu went to great lengths
in accounting for these political conclusions.20 however, at the end of the delib-
erations, two more statements were added: P. râmneanþu, on the Banat region,
who stated that he would not vote for the ratification, and a group of MPs who
were also retired officers, who declared that “only with heavy hearts will we
vote for the ratification of the treaty of Peace with hungary.”

A Fter the vote ending the deliberations was requested and accepted,
the single article ratifying the Peace treaty of trianon was read out
and subjected to voting. the result of the vote was the adoption of the

single article.21 out of 154 votes, the white balls “in favor” were 134 and the black
balls “against” were 20. this result may be considered natural, expressing the dem-
ocratic and open deliberations of the romanian Parliament on such a crucial issue
regarding the situation and international status of the romanian state. 

the results of the parliamentary political analysis and the important deci-
sions adopted, i.e. the ratification by romania of the Peace treaty of trianon,
demonstrated the constructive perception of the treaty in romanian society, in
the public consciousness of that age, with positive effects over the short and medi-
um term perspective regarding the internal and external development of the
romanian state.

the final article of the treaty stipulated that it “shall be ratified . . . the
deposition of ratifications shall be made in Paris as soon as possible. the signa-
tories whose Government does not reside in europe shall be entitled to give notice
to the Government of the French republic, through their diplomatic represen-
tative in Paris, that their ratification has been made, and in this case, will have
to forward, as soon as possible, the instrument of ratification.”22 Upon the
completion of the ratification procedure, in order to make the entry into force
of the treaty valid, that same final Article 364, stated that

A first record for the deposition of the ratifications will be drawn up as soon as
the Treaty has been ratified by Hungary, on one side, and by three of the main
Allied and Associated Powers, on the other. Immediately after the conclusion of
this first procès-verbal, the Treaty shall enter into force between the High
Contracting Parties, which will have ratified it in this way. For the calcula-
tion of the deadlines included in the present Treaty, this date will be the date of
its entry into force. In all other respects, the Treaty will enter into force, for
each Power, on the date when its ratification was handed in. The French
Government will present to all the signatory Powers a certified copy compliant
with the record accompanying the deposition of the ratifications.23
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consequently, according to these stipulations, the reference date for the entry
into force of the treaty was to be the date of its ratification by hungary and three
of the major Powers, the act thus signed and ratified being designated as the
treaty of Peace with hungary. the entry into force for each Power was to be con-
sidered the date of the deposition of the ratification.

the treaty ratification by the signatory Powers began in the summer of 1920.
romania fulfilled this treaty requirement by discussing the ratification of the
treaty in the senate and the Assembly of Deputies, from 14 to 26 August 1920.
Most signatory Powers carried through the ratification procedures in the sec-
ond part of 1920 and at the beginning of the following year. in London, in
the house of commons, the debate regarding the Bill for the ratification of
the treaty of trianon was conducted mainly on 20 April 1921, and continued
and ended on 25 and 26 April 1921. in the house of Lords, the debate took
place on 5 May 1921, with conspicuously strong views both for and against,
in a heated atmosphere.

the ratification of the treaty of trianon by hungary constituted the most dif-
ficult test for the completion and entry into force of the treaty, as it needed a
somewhat longer time, due to its high complexity. on 15 November 1920,
the legislative proposal of Pál teleki’s government regarding the “organization
of the trianon Peace” was greeted by the National Assembly with a “solemn
statement of Protest.”24

the hungarian ratification process was certainly the most strenuous, the task
of promoting it being bitter and unrewarding, considering the circumstances
that made it necessary for the political-diplomatic decision-makers to accept it,
despite their known reluctance. the decision-makers directly in charge had to address
in their diplomatic argumentation hungary’s higher raison d’État, without being
able to nurture even the hope of partial redress. in such a highly tense atmos-
phere, istván Bethlen’s new government, through its foreign minister, Miklós Bánffy,
and at the insistence of some of the Allied Powers, managed to effect, on 26 July
1921, the adoption by the National Assembly of Article XXXiii regarding the Peace
treaty of trianon “as a ratification equivalent.”25 immediately after the adoption of
the text, the National Assembly members repeated their protest, in an act to be
largely assigned to the general stream of hungarian revisionism.

According to the specifications in the introductory part of the treaty of
Peace with hungary, “as of the effective date when the treaty enters into force,
the state of war shall end. From that moment on and subject to the provisions
of the present treaty, there will be official relations between the Allied and Associated
Powers and hungary.”26

considering the above, we come to realize the potential effects of an other-
wise unlikely rejection of the trianon treaty by hungary or romania or by
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any of the Allied Powers, by any high contracting Party to the treaty. the
unprecedented risk of causing havoc in international relations and the resump-
tion of war, extreme sanctions, all could have become a reality.

the representatives of the Allied Powers concluded in Paris, on 26 July
1921, at 18:00, a preliminary protocol which stated that “With the start of the
procedure of first depositing the ratifications of the treaty of Peace between
the Allied and Associated Powers and hungary, signed at trianon on 4 June 1920,
the Allied Powers declare that they reserve all rights that might belong to them
as a consequence of the non-execution of the terms of the Armistice or their
incomplete execution by hungary.”27

on the same day and at the same hour, the same representatives proceeded
to prepare the Procès-verbal for the deposition of the ratifications of the Peace
treaty signed at trianon on 4 June 1920, presented to the Government of the
French republic.28 the ratification instruments or the notifications regarding
their transmission, submitted and considered—upon examination—to be prop-
er and valid, were entrusted to the Government of the French republic for
safekeeping in its archives. the Procès-verbal stated that the depositions were
made by four of the major Allied and Associated Powers: the British empire,
France, italy and Japan,29 by five other Allied and Associated Powers: Belgium,
romania, the serb-croat-slovene state, siam and czecho-slovakia and hungary,
mention being made that subsequent depositions shall be approved in accordance
with the final clauses of the treaty.

in this respect, on 15 october 1921 at 11.00, the Procès-verbal of the rati-
fication of the Peace treaty of trianon was drawn up, signed on 4 June 1920
by the King of Greece, and submitted by the chargé d’affaires of Greece in
Paris; this Procès-verbal was signed only by the representatives of France and
Greece, A. Briand and P. A. Metaxas.30

A similar Procès-verbal was concluded on 31 october 1921, at 11.00, for
the deposition of the ratification of the treaty of trianon by the emperor of
Japan. the Japanese ambassador in Paris informed the French Government via
a Note dated 21 July 1921 that the emperor of Japan had ratified the treaty (with-
out mentioning the date). Moreover, the Japanese ambassador had attended
the first deposition of ratifications of 26 July 1921, being one of the signato-
ries of the Procès-verbal.31

it cannot go unnoticed that during the same day of Wednesday, 26 July 1921,
there took place three episodes in the history of the treaty ratification. in the
morning, in Budapest, the National Assembly passed “Article XXXiii concern-
ing the Peace treaty of trianon,” which was communicated with maximum
urgency to the Government of France, the repository of all treaty documents.
in the wake of this communiqué, in the evening of the same day, the Protocol
by which the Allied Powers reserved all the rights they might enjoy in case hungary
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failed to comply was signed in Paris, at 18.00. At the same time, the first
Procès-verbal of the deposition of the treaty ratifications by the first 10 states was
signed. its importance lies in the fact that it was the main legal document
allowing the entry into force of the treaty. the quick succession of the above-
mentioned episodes is also indicative of the way in which all the factors involved
worked for the implementation of the clauses assumed in the treaty.

it should be pointed out that in none of the documents regarding the above
ratifications could one find the date of the conclusion or implementation of
the ratification procedure by the signatory states of the treaty.

After 26 July 1921, the ratification deposition schedule included the UsA,
china, cuba, Nicaragua, Panama, Poland and Portugal. this set was later
joined by ten further signatories of the covenant of the League of Nations, includ-
ed as Part 1 of the treaty of trianon, and their ratification, respectively (Bolivia,
Brazil, ecuador, Guatemala, haiti, hedjaz, honduras, Liberia, Peru, Uruguay).

Mention should also be made that in most cases the conduct and the con-
tent of the debates on all these ratifications are still little known.

the moment when the hungarian ratification and the ratifications made until
that date by most signatory Powers were placed on record marked the actual entry
into force of the treaty between the high contracting Parties. the deposition
of the ratifications and the remission of the certified copies were bound to end
in the following time interval.

compliance with the treaty of trianon provisions should be considered in
its fullness, not only formally and judicially, but as part of the whole that forms
the actual entry into force of an act of fundamental international importance,
implemented through the full exertion of the force of law, and in light of the com-
prehensive enactment of the international relations that were bound to derive
from it. For any political reference, the date of the treaty of trianon is the date
when the act was signed, i.e. 4 June 1920, while for historical reference, the
date is the effective date of its entry into force, when its ratification by hungary
and by the majority of signatory Powers became of public record.

romania was at the forefront of these developments, both in its capacity of
signatory Power to the treaty alongside the other Allied and Associated Powers
and on account of the number of treaty provisions concerning it. Last but not
least, the implications envisaged the establishment of normal relations with
hungary for both romania and the other signatory Powers. in the wake of
the treaty of trianon, hungary became again, after nearly four centuries, an inde-
pendent state. thus, the treaty of trianon inaugurated hungary’s diplomatic
relations with the signatory Powers. the inauguration of diplomatic relations
between romania and hungary was prepared in parallel to the treaty ratifica-
tion, as it was proper between two new neighboring states, initially taking the
form of a Mission, then that of a Legation.



in all these extensive political and diplomatic developments arising from the
establishment, signing, ratification and entry into force of the treaty of trianon,
the analysis of the conduct of all ratifications by the signatory Powers is of real sci-
entific interest, if we intend to fully grasp the subtleties and the various points
of view expressed. Nearly a century after the conclusion of the treaty, the com-
parative investigation and assessment of all ratifications is a mere desideratum. 

T he historioGrAPhy of the main countries involved in the treaty of trianon
is still marked by the partial, national-subjective political approach. A his-
torical approach to the treaty could facilitate the emergence of a more

objective perception of the event. this perspective is however limited by revi-
sionist and neo-revisionist tendencies,  with political underpinnings, that impair
the development of works cultivating a comprehensive scientific approach, of
genuine historiological value, respecting  21st century standards concerning
theoretical principles.

the previous century saw the polarization of biased views even in works of
good repute. this happened in developed countries with valuable historiographical
traditions. this is the conclusion one can draw if one carries out an overall assess-
ment of the ratifications of the treaty of trianon. Most papers analyze them in
revisionist or anti-revisionist terms, or in a national historiographical framework.
in some western works, the treaty of trianon is seen especially in the light of the
hungarian Question,32 which narrows its historical perspective. the treaty of
trianon, both as the process and the product of legal and political ratification,
but most particularly as a fundamental historic act, means much more than the
hungarian Question, it means the sum—not necessarily the arithmetical one, but
rather the organic fusion—of all the issues related to peace and international rela-
tions in the postwar period until today, and looking forward into the future.

irrespective of the differences of opinion and interests, or even of sharp
contradictions in some cases, in absolutely all situations the higher political inter-
est, the raison d’État, had to prevail, as it accounted for the very existence and
future of each state, and it was this raison d’État that eventually leveled out seem-
ingly irreconcilable asperities, because they were negotiated under the aegis of
the Peace conference forum.

Amid all this turmoil, World Peace as a supreme imperative prevailed and
all the stakeholders involved in these long-range political and diplomatic devel-
opments had to comply with it. these objective, scientific findings, of a uni-
versal nature, completely remove all speculative endeavors to redefine the Peace
treaty of trianon with hungary through the gross falsification of its title as
the trianon Diktat. this manipulation turns out to be increasingly offensive,
unacceptable, provocative, utterly dangerous, requiring the international com-
munity to issue a firm response.
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the global dimensions of the issue account for the resulting scientific, historic
and fundamental conclusions regarding the importance of the treaty of trianon
in contemporary world history. reason, as an absolute supreme imperative of divine
essence, presided over the closure of the great tragedy represented by the First World
War, allowing humanity to return to the wholesome normality of peace.

the higher raison d’État which is specific and individual to any state and
the supreme imperative of international peace are fundamental factors of per-
manent validity, underpinning international relations to this very day. the
emergence of the european Union and the european integration of almost all
states in central and southeast europe have opened a new perspective in explor-
ing these universal lessons of history.

considering the factors that are still hampering an accurate investigation of
and a proper assessment of the treaty of trianon, factors that may even affect the
conduct of socio-political relations, in particular through the widespread practice
of political manipulation, the treaty itself provides us with a more truthful
solution, i.e. it allows itself to be read as a valuable chapter of historical cul-
ture, as a symbol of consciousness and responsible reflection in the creative
perspective upon the world of today and tomorrow.

T he FULL, original, official text in French and its translation into the
romanian language, in: Desãvârşirea unitãþii naþional-statale a poporului
român: Recunoaşterea ei internaþionalã, vol. 6 (Bucharest: ed. Ştiinþificã

şi enciclopedicã, 1986), doc. no. 890, pp. 142–272 (in French), pp. 272–399
(in romanian). it is divided into 14 parts (i–XiV), containing 364 articles,
followed by a Protocol and a statement. the official text was written in French
and German. According to art. 364, “in case of dispute, the French text will
be used for reference, except for Part i (covenant of the League of Nations)
and Part Xiii (Labor), where the French and the english texts shall have the same
weight.” the Plenipotentiaries of the signatory states “signed the present treaty
. . . issued at trianon . . . in a single copy, which shall remain deposited in the
archives of the Government of the French republic on the basis of which authen-
ticated copies will be issued to each of the signatory Powers.” 

the scientific historical research on the complexity and implications of the
treaty of trianon has increasingly felt the need for a bibliography that should
be wide, comprehensive, international and focused on its analytical themes.
this bibliography should form the basis for further studies on the legal-histor-
ical, socio-cultural, and political significance of this fundamental act of con-
temporary international relations. For those with a vested interest in denying the
importance of the treaty, mention should be made that 34 states were involved
in its development, conclusion and signing, which means most of the states
and of the world population of that time. q
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soUrce: Diplomatic Archives of romania, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “Procese-verbale
de depunere a ratificãrilor convenþiei de Pace de la trianon, 4 iunie 1920,” unnum-
bered folder.
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Abstract
The Higher Raison d’État and the Imperative of World Peace: 
The Treaty of Trianon and its Ratification by Romania

the complete history of the treaty of trianon should necessarily include the final phase, the
treaty ratification by the signatories, as a condition for its entry into force. Analyzing the history
of the Peace treaty of trianon ratification (1920–1921), our study includes some considerations
on the treaty historiography and the need to broaden its scope at the level of 21th century standards.
the decisive factor in the adoption and implementation of the treaty was—if we ignore the
divergences over details—the understanding of the general political responsibility, of the raison 
d’État of each signatory Party, of world peace as the supreme reason. the treaty of trianon may
be considered a valuable chapter in the knowledge of history, a test of conscience and responsi-
ble reflection that creatively look forward to the world of today and tomorrow.
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ratifications, raison d’État, peace as supreme interest, perception of the treaty
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